THE CLUES

Left hand margin is for judges only. Do not write in this area!
Anywhere Clues

team name___________
team number _________

_/1 1. In other neighborhoods they trim the trees to look like scythes and goal posts, but Duquesne Light’s long since given up in this part of town. Take a picture to prove it. (P)
_/1 2. Is this car the most popular among Squirrel Hill residents because it “ﬁts” into tiny spots? Find one on a street and take a group picture with it. (P)
_/1 3. You knew we couldn’t resist this one: ﬁnd some acorns or buckeyes and take a group pic acting like the neighborhood’s namesakes. (P)
_/1 4. Some Squirrel Hillers are against local drilling for natural gas. Take a picture of your group with a yard sign showing either shared displeasure or a conﬂicting desire to drill, baby, drill. (P)
_/1 5. Find a sign for a business advertising that it wants help. Make sure your team members demonstrate that they are qualiﬁed for the job! (P)
_/1 6. Take a picture of your team in front of a store sign not in English. (P)
_/2 7. Where can you learn about the seven Laws of Noah? We’re not looking for a physical address for this one.(P)
_/1 8. Bike Pgh asks bikers to take pictures at its photospots. Find such a spot and snap a shot of your team pretending to ride! Bonus point if you have an actual biker (w/bike) in your photo. (P)
_/1 9. Parking for residents near the business district must be pretty tough.Take a picture of an usual solution to the problem (on-street parking and regularly placed garages/driveways don’t count.) (P)
_/2 10. The County Executive race tends to pit a Democratic candidate with urban support against a Republican with a base in the ‘burbs. Take a pic of a yard sign that is an exception to this rule. (P)
_/1 11. Lots of buses comes through Squirrel Hill (even on Saturdays!), but they’re not always on time. Snap your team waiting for the bus with a new friend showing the approx. number of minutes
s/he’s been waiting. Help out if it’s over 10. (P)
RED BOUNDARY LINES
_/1 12. What business offers a discount to individuals with grandchildren? ______________________________
_/2 13. It’s not uncommon to see townhouses with passage ways BETWEEN them to access the backyard. But which Squirrel Hill block has townhouses with passage ways UNDER them?__________
_/1 14. Which neighboring second-ﬂoor businesses seem like they’d really groove well together? _________________ _______________
_/2 15. Search the Rose W. & Donald S. Plung Memorial Brickway to ﬁnd the name of Bubble’s sibling. _____________________
_/1 16. You can ﬁnd hair or nail stylists in any neighborhood, but only in Squirrel Hill is there a “beacon” of hope that you’ll ﬁnd someone to work on this overlooked body part. ____________________
_/1 17. Take a picture of your group providing some “good company” for the King while he plays the ukulele. (P)
_/1 18. Take a group picture with “Iron” as you work on the moves he taught you. (P)
_/1 19. Most storefronts in Squirrel Hill want as many payers as they can get, so tell us which one prefers a single payer. ___________________
_/1 20. List two services the Squirrel Hill Locksmith offers that aren’t in its business name. ________________ ________________
_/2 21. What’s a second-ﬂoor plant-lover to do? Why, create a shelf for plants right below the windows, that’s what! Tell us where this ingenious gardener resides. ________________
_/1 22. Beer tastings on Wednesday and Miller and Coors neon signs in the window are features of what poorly-named business off shoot? ___________________
_/2 23. Financial dealings often take place “behind closed doors”, but what mortgage broker likes to be so secretive that people can’t even ﬁnd its door? ________________
_/1 24. Lovers of Hyderabadi cuisine from across the city mourned the passing of this great restaurateur this summer. Take a picture of your group doing the same under his name. (P)
_/1 25. We love windchimes, but we’d hate to try to nap next door to this house during a summer storm. (Seriously, we’re talking double-digit chimes here.) _________________
_/1 26. A Squirrel Hill business boasts the longest established Jewish book and Judaica store on the internet. According to its storefront, what’s its web address? Exact punctuation required! ________
_/2 27. Which came ﬁrst, the porch or the ﬁre escape? It’s hard to tell, but the ﬁrst on the scene clearly wasn’t budging. What’s the address of the house where this stubborn pair can be found. ______
BLUE BOUNDARY LINES
_/1 28. This magic place may not be physically smoky, but you can get a hookah to smoke at home. __________________
_/1 29. You could take a bus of the same name to this cafe that serves a variety of coffee from around the world. What is the African coffee they serve? __________________
_/2 30. Will you be voting this Election Day? Prove you’re educated about the library referendum by bringing us a piece of “Our Library Our Future” literature that states the millage rate change.
_/1 31. “Get some energy” at this place ... though after yoga, pilates and spinning, I’m not sure you would have much left! _______________________
_/1 32. At least no one has to worry that these kids will fall off of their teeter toter! Take a picture of the fun they are having, even though they’re stationary. (P)
_/1 33. Find the actual Squirrel Hill Bldg and note its address. It was built to last -- the sign is written in stone._________________________
_/2 34. Find a place that is part of the Supportive Housing Management Services, Division of Action Housing. What is the name of the building? ___________________
_/1 35. These two restaurants share a door and a full kitchen, but you’d never know it by their disparate cuisine! __________________ ___________________
_/1 36. Take a picture of this clock ... you may have trouble reading the numbers, unless you studied Hebrew. But, it can still help you not be late to the ﬁnish! (P)
_/1 37. Take a picture of your team standing in the road on which you can’t drive (note the interesting mosaic while you’re there.) (P)
_/1 38. If you can read upside down, you may ﬁnd this kind of salon used to be in Squirrel Hill. __________________
_/1 39. Take a picture of your team members adding their frightening faces to those of the scary residents staying at the Bates Hotel. You don’t have to be Psycho to ﬁnd it. (P)
_/1 40. This house is surely protected with two kings of the jungle guarding its doors. Maybe they keep an eye on the citizens who visit the nearby bank? What is the house’s address? _______________
_/1 41. We thought giants only lived in NY, but one of them must have left a shoe behind on his last visit. Take a picture of this crazy thing! (P)
_/1 42. You may walk into this place looking for tools, but you’d probably walk out with pizza. Take a picture of these conﬂicting signs. (P)
GREEN BOUNDARY LINES

_/1 43. I’m sure SHAARING is important to this Pittsburgh congregation. Take a picture of your team sharing the lens with the lovely carvings above. (P)
_/2 44. I don’t know who Traymor is, but his Gardens are right next to Park ___________.
_/1 45. If a lady of the realm needed a dry cleaner for her gown, where (in Squirrel Hill) would she naturally go? Take a picture of your exalted entourage out front. (P)
_/2 46. Which intersection asks “Who is Josh Wander?” _________________
_/1 47. Squirrel Hill Riddle: Going to high school in Oakland, we played a lot of cards. I thought it was just a school tradition, but maybe it was because our rivals in Squirrel Hill had stolen _________.
_/1 48. These apartment dwellers must really like their TV shows. Show us how you know by taking a picture of a cluster of at least three of these dishes. (P)
_/1 49. In health care we usually (affectionately) call these places SNFs, but this place would more speciﬁcally be called an SNRC. Either way they take care of people ... though maybe in the wrong
neighborhood!______________________

_/2 50. This place takes “green” house to another (quite literal) level. Take a picture of this monochromatic house! (P)
_/1 51. If you found the answer to clue 36, this may look familiar ... except now it’s part of a “bigger picture.” Take a photo so we can compare later. (P)
_/1 52. The exterior of this local business is as creative as the artists who shop there; squirrels ﬂying airplanes and a blue-faced abominable snowman surround the entry! Take a pic of how your group
would react if you came across these creatures in real life. (P)

_/2 53. Show us some team tree-hugger love by giving this big one a squeeze. It nearly takes over the sidewalk! (P)
_/1 54. What day of the week is the Latino Family Center open late? Come on, you know someone in the group remembers this from high school Spanish class! ___________________
_/2 55. These homeowners may have taken some poor measurements when renovating their front yard. Note the address, but watch your step as they left a pipe exposed from the retaining wall! ___
_/1 56. What business that sells Asian goods has a Greek letter in its name? _____________________
_/1 57. If you wanted to buy a kilo of Rosamonte yerba mate to drink through your bombilla, how much would it cost you? ___________________
___/5 Alderdice
___/4 + __/1 Davis Parklet
___/3 JCC
___/84 Total Score
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Gullifty’s
1922 Murray Ave.
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no clues will be found outside the colored lines
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squirrel hill
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Shady , Forward Intersection

12:30-2:00

instructions and rules:

Teams consist of no more then 5 people and we expect that you stay together at all times. There are a lot of clues here. Almost certainly
more than you can solve! Just try to get as many as possible, and don’t be frustrated if some of the clues seem pretty hard. They’re probably
hard for the other teams too! But keep your eyes open at all times - you never know when you’ll stumble across an answer unexpectedly!
Each of the clues are grouped by the area in which they appear. Some clues are harder than others! Hard ones are worth two points. All
group pictures must have the whole team pictured (minus the picture taker)...less than that and we will have to take points off!
There are several types of questions. Questions marked with a (P) require you to take a picture of the thing we describe (Please only
take pictures of the clues requiring pictures). Questions with a blank require you to write the answer on your sheet (usually an address or
name).
•You must make it to Gullifty’s (1922 Murray Ave) to turn in your answer sheet between 2:00 and 2:30pm. •Be sure your Team Name and
Team Members are written on your answer sheet •Please review your photos so that only clues requiring pictures are included; we will ask
you to delete extraneous pictures before we check your picture clues •Upon arriving at Gullifty’s, ONE member of your team will need to
visit the two scoring stations in either order:
Station 1 will check your written answers
Station 2 will upload and check your pictures
Please be patient, we will tally the scores as quickly as possible, show some of the photos, and our friends from Multitasking
will announce the winners!
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